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We use Langmuir-Blodgett molecular monolayers and nematic liquid crystals as model two- and three-
dimensional orientationally ordered systems to study the stability and healing of topological defects at
their contact interfaces. Integer-strength defects at the monolayer induce disclinations of similar strength
in the nematic that, however, do not propagate deep into the bulk, but rather form single- or double-split
arch-shaped loops pinned to the interface. This behavior is qualitatively independent of the far-field
director orientation and involves either half-integer singular or twist-escaped unity-strength nonsingular
nematic disclinations. These two defect configurations can be selected by varying sample preparation
given their comparable free energy, consistently with direct probing by use of laser tweezers.
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Topological defects are ubiquitous features of orienta-
tional and partial translational ordering systems [1–9].
Defects in soft matter systems such as liquid crystals
(LCs) and surfactant monolayers can mediate phase tran-
sitions [1,2], enable the existence of frustrated thermody-
namic phases such as the blue phases and the twist grain
boundary phase [1], and are useful as model systems for
the dynamics of the early-universe cosmic strings [3,4].
Defects in LCs arise spontaneously upon transitions into
higher order phases or as a result of boundary conditions in
widely used confined geometries. Recent studies have been
directed towards understanding the defects and healing of
the disorder induced by confining surfaces [10] or colloidal
inclusions in the LC bulk [5]. Controlled generation of
multistable textures that include disclination lines has
been achieved by patterning surface boundary conditions
using microengineered surfaces [11–13]. On the other
hand, patterning of LC alignment and generation of defects
via interfacial contact with other soft matter systems ex-
hibiting broken symmetries and topological defects is
rarely explored [14]. Understanding textures and defects
in LCs in contact with structured and random soft surfaces
is also important for the development of novel biodetection
techniques [15,16].
Here we utilize Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) molecular
monolayers [17] and nematic LCs as model 2D and 3D
orientationally ordered systems, respectively. By use of
three-dimensional optical imaging, we show that the pat-
tern of molecular alignment in the monolayer is effectively
transferred to the LC. Line defects induced in the LC bulk
form ‘‘arches’’ that either escape in the third dimension
or split into lower-strength disclinations. We explore the
effects of far-field director alignment and explain the ex-
perimental findings by analyzing the free energy costs of
these structures.
Glass substrates of an area of a few square centimeters
are patterned by LB transfer of a ‘‘two-dimensional emul-
sion’’ of the surfactant 4-[4-[4-octylphenyl/azo]-phenoxy]
butanoic acid (8Az3COOH). These films are previously
self-assembled at the air-water interface [18], where they
organize into isolated submillimeter circular islands fea-
turing polar nematic order with the elongated molecules
anchored at a fixed angle of the interface normal ( 45),
and a tilt orientation tangential to the circular boundary
(s ¼ þ1, c ¼ =2), which results in a selectable orienta-
tional chirality, either clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise
(CCW) [19]. In contact with the LB-coated glass substrate,
LC molecules follow the local in-plane orientation of the
amphiphilic molecules in the monolayer [20]. This proce-
dure, in which LC molecules are aligned by self-assembled
patterns featuring a well-defined and robust tilt-
orientational order in a monolayer of uniform thickness,
is in contrast to other patterning techniques based on
mechanical [21] or optical [22] modification of a polymer
layer, which lacks a similar degree of order.
We assemble LC cells that impose uniform boundary
conditions on the complementary plate, away from the
LB-coated plate. Uniform planar anchoring is achieved by
means of a rubbed, spin-coated layer of polyimide (PI-
2555,HDMicroSystems) and vertical anchoring conditions
by treatment of the glass plate with a dilute (< 2 wt%)
aqueous solution of DMOAP (N;N-dimethyl-n-octa-
decyl-3aminopropyl-trimethoxysilyl chloride, Sigma
Aldrich). Monodisperse silica beads between the glass
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plates act as spacers. Thickness effects are explored in the
range 5–60 m. Cells are filled by capillarity either with
pentylcyanobiphenyl (5CB, Frinton Labs) or with the ne-
matic mixture E7 (Merck). The filling direction is kept
parallel to the rubbing direction in cells having substrates
with planar anchoring. For fluorescence confocal polarizing
microscopy (FCPM) [23,24] and two-photon excitation
fluorescence polarizing microscopy (2PEFPM) [25,26]
studies, we used a low-birefringence nematic LC mixture
(ZLI-2806, EM Chemicals) doped with about 0.01 wt%
of the fluorescent dye n; n0-bis(2,5-di-tert-butylphenyl)-
3,4,9,10-perylenedicarboximide (BTBP, Aldrich).
Polarizing optical microscopy images are obtained using
a Nikon Eclipse 50i microscope. FCPM and 2PEFPM
images are obtained by use of an integrated multimodal
imaging setup built around an Olympus IX-71 inverted
microscope [25]. For fluorescence excitation in FCPM,
we use a 488 nm Ar ion laser. Two-photon excitation in
2PEFPM is performed by use of a 980 nm pulsed laser
beam from a tunable (680–1080 nm) femtosecond laser
with a Ti:sapphire oscillator (140 fs, 80 MHz, Chameleon
Ultra-II, Coherent). Excitation intensity is kept minimal in
all cases to avoid altering the photosensitive LB films and
the director structures in the LC. Imaging is performed
with collinear polarization directions for excitation and
detected fluorescence light. The transition dipole moments
of absorption and emission of the anisotropic BTBP dye
molecules follow the nematic director nðrÞ [23]. Therefore,
fluorescence intensity in the images scales as cos4 in
FCPM and as cos6 in 2PEFPM, where  is the angle
between the polarization of probing light and nðrÞ
[23–26]. Information about the spatial variation in the
orientation of nðrÞ is extracted by comparing images ac-
quired for different polarization directions of probing light.
Using 2PEFPM is advantageous with respect to FCPM,
particularly in thick samples, given its improved sensitivity
and deeper penetration into the sample [25,26].
Polarizing microscopy of hybrid planar–LB-coated LC
cells reveals that nðrÞ features isolated domains surrounded
by uniformly aligned LC, which correlates with the known
structure of the precursor monolayer [18]. The LC pretilt
angle is estimated to be 35–40 on the LB-coated plate
and less than 5 on the polyimide-coated plate. The com-
bination of temperature cycling, chirality of underlying LB
disks, and nematic LC flow direction during the cell filling
fully determine the structure of nðrÞ [Figs. 1(a)–1(d)]. If
the cell is filled with LC in the nematic phase, the domains
feature a single disclination loop, which is stable over time,
normal to the far-field director, and connects the center and
the periphery of the LB domain [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The
disclination appears in the region where nematic flow
during filling is antiparallel to the head-to-tail orientation
of surfactant molecules in the underlying LB film. For
example, if the cell is filled from right to left (‘‘east to
west’’) the disclination is to the ‘‘north’’ (‘‘south’’) of the
island center for CW (CCW) domains. The polarization
state of light transmitted through the sample suggests that
the director twists across the cell in all regions above the
LB domain except for the region radially opposite to the
disclination line [dark brushes in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)].
Heating the sample to isotropic phase or filling the cell at
a temperature corresponding to the isotropic phase of the
LC and then cooling down to the nematic phase alters the
structure of nðrÞ and results in the formation of two dis-
clination loops, both parallel to the far-field director and
connecting the defect of the LB island with its periphery
[Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. This structure is also stable over time.
Unlike the single-loop case, orientational chirality of the
underlying LB domain is not reflected in the polarizing
microscopy textures. Linearly polarized incident light tra-
versing the island region remains linearly polarized but
with the polarization rotated to be along the domain
boundary.
In order to gain insight into the director configurations
and defect structures described above, we perform direct
3D imaging of nðrÞ by means of FCPM and 2PEFPM.
Figure 2 shows FCPM images of an isolated single-loop
island, analogous to Fig. 1(b). The images reveal that the
single loop is an integer-strength twist-escaped disclination
that connects þ1 and 1 boojums located at the center
of the LB domain and its periphery, respectively.
This nonsingular defect line extends into the LC bulk and
FIG. 1 (color online). Polarizing optical micrographs of the LC
in contact with isolated either CW (a),(c) or CCW (b),(d)
domains in the LB film. At the complementary plate, surface
anchoring is uniform planar (horizontal) and the cells are filled
with the nematic LC right to left. Images (c) and (d) are obtained
after heating the LC into the isotropic phase and cooling it back
into the nematic. The insets schematically illustrate the defect
configuration. Cell thickness is 5 m.




then returns back to the surface by forming an ‘‘arch’’
[Fig. 2(c)]. The Q-Q0 cross section in Fig. 2(c) shows
that nðrÞ in the arch region is along the far-field director
(horizontal in the images) near the PI-coated plate, twists
until it becomes orthogonal to this direction a few microns
away from the LB film, and then twists further until it is
parallel to the in-plane projection of the surfactant mole-
cules on the LB-coated plate. A schematic of the recon-
structed LC configuration is shown in Fig. 2(b) for the
in-plane section and in Fig. 2(d) for the vertical cross
section containing this twist-escaped disclination. The
local twist of nðrÞ across the cell is determined by the
path along which there are minimal distortions between
the far-field uniform director and the local head-to-tail
orientation of the surfactant molecules on the LB film.
The twist across the cell is maximum (180) in the discli-
nation region and zero in the region opposite to it [27]. The
penetration depth of the director distortions into the LC
bulk is typically half the sample thickness if the latter is
less than about 10 m [Fig. 2(c)]. For thicker samples, the
director distortions and the ensuing defect structures are
independent of sample thickness [Fig. 2(e)].
Figure 3 shows FCPM images of an isolated LB domain
with the double-loop configuration, analogous to Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d), and reveals two pinches (disclination dipoles
passing through an interface [28]) connected by arch-
shaped s ¼ 1=2 disclination semiloops pinned to the center
of the LB domain [28] and connecting it to the opposite
poles of the domain periphery along the far-field director.
The penetration depth for these semiarches is smaller than
for the arch in single-loop domains and the maximum twist
across the cell is now =2 in the disclination region, where
the tangent to the circular boundary is perpendicular to the
far-field director (Fig. 3).
To unravel the influence of the orientation of the far-field
director and confinement on the observed defects and
structures, we have explored cell thickness ranging from
5 to 40 m with vertical boundary conditions for nðrÞ on
the complementary confining glass plate. Figure 4 shows
2PEFPM images of a 30 m thick sample, both after
filling the cell with the nematic LC and after heating it to
the isotropic phase and cooling it down. Interestingly, the
defect structures formed near the LB plate are qualitatively
FIG. 2 (color online). Single-loop defect structures. In-plane
(a) and vertical (c),(e) FCPM sections of an isolated LC domain
with planar anchoring on the complementary plate. (b),(d)
Director field within the (b) in-plane and (d) vertical cross
sections. The sample thickness (distance between black stripes
corresponding to glass plates) is 10 m in (c) and 60 m in (e).
The thick arch-shaped lines in (b),(d) depict the defect lines.
FIG. 3 (color online). In-plane (a) and vertical (c) FCPM cross
sections of a cell with an isolated LC domain with the double-
loop configuration in a 6 m thick cell with uniform planar
anchoring on the complementary plate. (b),(d) Schematics of
nðrÞ in (b) in-plane and (d) vertical cross sections. The arch-
shaped lines in (b),(d) depict the half-integer defect lines.
FIG. 4 (color online). Single (a)–(c) and double (d)–(f) dis-
clination loops above a CW LB domain in a 30 m thick sample
with homeotropic anchoring on the complementary plate probed
by 2PEFPM. (a),(d) Monochromatic polarizing microscopy im-
ages, (b),(e) 2PEFPM vertical cross sections marked in (a),(d),
and (c),(f) corresponding schematics of the director structures.
The thick line in (c) and the thin line in (f) depict the nonsingular
twist-escaped and half-integer singular defect lines, respectively.




similar to what we have described when using planar
far-field boundary conditions: arches of either one twist-
escaped nonsingular s ¼ 1 [Figs. 4(a)–4(c)] or two singu-
lar s ¼ 1=2 disclinations connecting the center of the LB
domain and its periphery [Fig. 4(d) and 4(f)], showing
similar dependence on the sample preparation as the planar
cells. The depth of defect penetration into the LC bulk is
comparable to the planar anchoring case, except for cells
thinner than about 5 m, when one observes a single
s ¼ 1 disclination spanning across the cell gap from the
center of the LB island to the complementary glass plate,
irrespectively of sample preparation [27].
One can generate similar boundary conditions at the
centimeter scale using a so-called theta cell [29] con-
structed by combining a circularly rubbed polyimide-
treated glass plate with one that is unidirectionally rubbed.
We find that the nðrÞ pattern qualitatively resembles the
double-loop configuration [Fig. 1(c) and 1(d)], regardless
of sample preparation or handedness of the circular rub-
bing. This may suggest that the stability of the defect
structures depends on the size of the circular domains,
although we see no size dependence for domains
30–200 m in diameter. We note that an important role
might be played by the different values of director pretilt at
the LB-LC (35–40) and polyimide-LC interfaces (< 5).
A semiquantitative analysis suggests that the two con-
figurations described above have comparable elastic ener-
gies. The free energy of a singular s ¼ þ1=2 disclination
can be approximated as F1=2   14Kl ln½h=ð2rcÞ þ Fcore,
and that of a nonsingular twist-escaped s ¼ þ1 disclina-
tion as F1  3Kl [30]. Here, l is the disclination length, h
is the sample thickness, K is the average Frank elastic
constant, rc is the radius of the defect core (in the nm
range), and Fcore is the defect core energy. Using K 
12 pN (ZLI-2806), one can roughly estimate the energy
per unit length (line tension), T1=2  60 pN, and T1 
113 pN. For typical values of l, we obtain an estimate
F ð1–5Þ  1015 J  kBT, similar for the two types of
configurations since the twist-escaped s ¼ 1 disclination is
typically 10%–20% longer than each of the two s ¼ 1=2
defect lines. The energy barrier for a transition between the
two configurations is likely to also be much larger than
kBT, so the two structures remain stable once they appear,
depending on sample preparation. We note that this is in
contrast to recent studies of healing of disorder induced by
rough confining surfaces [31–33], which involve energetic
barriers too weak to generate topological defects.
An experimental rough estimate for the above energy
value can be obtained through manipulation of the defect
lines with tightly focused linearly polarized laser beams
[34,35]. We find that the disclination ends are strongly
pinned to the LB-coated surface and remain intact as
they are stretched orthogonally by optical tweezers
operating at 1064 nm. At laser powers of up to 30 mW,
one can stretch the disclinations up to 10% for singular
half-integer lines and up to about 5% for the nonsingular
twist-escaped defects. For the used parameters of the laser
trap and material parameters of the system, we estimate
that the maximum polarization-dependent force that can be
exerted by the trap on a localized liquid crystal structure
[36] is in the range 30–65 pN, depending upon the defect
structure and laser polarization. From the balance of opti-
cal gradient force and defect line tension [36], we get
T1=2  55–75 pN, and T1  95–115 pN, comparable to
the line tensions of similar defects in the LC bulk [28,30]
and consistent with the above estimates.
To conclude, by use of direct 3D imaging and laser
tweezers, we have described the healing of defects im-
posed in a nematic LC by contact with a self-assembled
ordered surfactant monolayer. We have demonstrated that
healing occurs via formation of single escaped or double
singular arch-shaped defect loops independently of far-
field boundary conditions. This defect healing scenario is
expected to persist in all situations when a nematic liquid
crystal is strongly anchored to a 2D soft matter system with
polar nematic order. Further experimental work is required
to assess the universality of our results when either the
lateral order of the monolayer or the symmetry of the bulk
liquid crystal is modified.
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